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FigureS: 7hi32- IOkeVfluxve brre fluxat 14556 
fbr the the of Flwm 2, PIUS the pdnt riwm 
mttngthe X-rry~yrdUVWxm M a y  19-21, 
tQ7Q. The qptlc&M-my data taken at iwhted 
dateso'onot~lowthemlabbnX-myvs UV 
Wx or Xray w opflcal fXux de#ned by the 
N o m b e r  1083 end Dmmber f W - Janv- 
a r y 1 9 t % d a ~ . A I t ~ w t h e ~ a u ~ t h e t  
imdlam by the %-re), source praduw tha 
quasl s ~ r ? W 8 n m ~  @cab/UV flux wrktims 
at some epochs. But in pnmd, A Is the 
htabllWes In the Inner disk whlch maduki~ 
SlrnukmmuslY #a Opflcal and UV ma. 

Schwarzschitd radius r, 5 2 x loq5 cm, 
the upper limit on tlm time delay wall- 
able now is not q constraining. 
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F l g ~  2: W/oph&X-ray #w variation8 in NGC4lEl: The E S  flux, UV flux at 1-A and 2 - 
113 keV #un durhg hvo mmp&ms with dmulmeo@ obswvam wirh /UE and IXOSAT 
(Pw& ef al., 198@ 

cludlng theem effects wH1 lead to better served, b less than 2 days. Considering 
estimates of  ti^ and espwlally MBH than that the mass of the central object in 
presently available. NGC 4151 is likely to be less than 

Wenotethatthereisnodearcotreta- 5 x 1 0 ~  &, Which cmespf~dsto  a 
tion b&mn the W (or optical) flux and 
the X-ray flux in other AGN/quasars 
which have been adequatdy o b a m d  
In different emrgy k n d s  (NGC4051: 
Done et al., 1990; 3C 273: Couwoisier et 
al., 19~0). me ~ m d  W/X-~Y COW- A New Jet in M 87? 
tion &saved In NGC 41 51 In November 
1383 and -bet 1884 - ~anuaty B. J. JARVIS, €SO 
1986 is exceptional for NGC4151 as 
welt as ammg the other AGN/quasam 

Evidently, a good estimate of the time The glant elliptical galaxy M87 (Ed= 
May betw-n W and X-ray vwlatlons 4488) has been the subject of Intense 
provldes cmstdnts on the relative lo- study over the p&t twa decades for a 
cation of the different emission mgbns. number of reasons. FMy, it is large and 
This time delay in NGC 4151, at the brlgM, centrally placed in the Virgo clus- 
epochs when the correfation was ob- ter and d m  W s e  of Its bright optical 

synchrotron and radio jet emanating 
from the nucleus. The jd has been 
studied at all wavelengths from X-ray ta 
radio, An understanding of these j& b 
important for probing the physical p m  
cessm in active nucM and their i n t e w  



observations of the dongated emlssion 
feature aligned wlth the nucleus were 
made in March 1990 wlth the ESO 

Flgum 1 : Nmw-band continuum subtracted imae (slightly smoothed) dth central region of 
M87 through a redshined (70A FWHM] Ha filter. The inserl at the cent# #how8 the [0/14 
emission concentrated in ithe cwe region. The Ha + WIIJ jet (PA - 31 7Pq extends towards the 
upper right-hnd comer, inclined about 25" h r n  ;he radio synchmkm jet. Note the alignment 
d the Ha + +1lojBt with the [OlllJ leaturn. 7he dimensions of the image are 4.8 x 4.8 kpc for an 
assumed distance of f5 Mpc. 

tions with the surrounding matter. contain a supermassive object, possibly 
The nucleus of M87 is also interesting a black hole, first proposed by Sargmt et 

for other reasons since it is believed to el. (1978) and Young et al. (1078). Very 

recent observations of the Calcium tri- 
plet absorptlwl lines in the core d M87 
by Jarvis and Melnick (1980) Indicate a 
mass of about 5 x 1 @ Mg wlthin a radius 
of r = 3". Surrounding the nucleus is a 
complex system of Ha + [N II] gas, loose- 
ly concentrated on the nucleus. This is 
clearly seen in narrow-band imaging by 
Ford md Butcher (1979) and more re- 
cently by van den Bergh (1 987) and Jar- 
vls (1989). We report here the kinematic 
observations of a "jet-like" Ha + [NH] 
feature, shown between the white tines in 
Figure 1, emanating from the nucleus at 
an angle of 25" northward of the optical 
synchrotron jet. 

Narrow-band Ha + [N Ill Imaging ob- 
senrations, shown In Flgure 1 were 
made on La Silla in August 1989 with 
the New Technology Telescope during 
Rs cornmisslanlng phase. Kinematic 

3.6-m telescope and Boller and Chi- 
vens spectrograph. The RCA CCD de- 
tector had pixels of dlmension 
1 !l x 1.68A with a spectral range of 
5776 81-75108L Four 80-minute ex- 
posures were co-added together wlth 
the slit aligned along the elongated 
emisslon feature and passing through 
the nucleus. Figure 2 shows an Image 
of the reduced long-slit spectra in the 
region of the Ha + Ill and [S It] emls- 
slon Ilnes. Gaussian profiles were least- 
squares fitted to the lines to determine 
their radial velocities. The results are 
plotted In Figure 3. 

All five emlsslon lines in Figure 2 show 
Identical kinematic behavlour lndicatlng 
that the emission-line regions are mov- 

I 
Figure 2: Long-slit spectra of the Ha + llJjef feature in Frgure 1. The vertrcal lines extendmg to the edges are n$M+@ emision lines end were 
Included to show how the nal8ctic emission Ilms are clearly inclined All Iiw galactic mission lines show the same fOt8tbf) cum. The cursor 
make the mn& of the g&y and the image Is SIBC in height. 



M87 gas jet 

emission-line regions are closely linked 
kinematically to the main body of the jet 
because those regions which lie on the 
slit also have velocities consistent with 
those of the Inner continuous paH. This 
suggests that the Ha + PI Ill gas may 
share a common origin or fate depend- 
ing upon whether it is being expelled 
from or falling into the nucleus. For an 
assumed distance of 15 Mpc, the con- 
tinuous part of the jet is approximately 
1 kpc in length. 

Heckman et al. (1989) also observed 
the kinematics of the Ha + [Nlu gas h 
M87 although not along the jet. How- 
ever, their PA - O" velocities are in 
close agreement wlth those here. Even 
though the Heckman et al. data extend 
to only about 10" from the core, both 
data sets show the same amplitude of 
about 320 km s-' and the sharp de- 
crease approaching the core from both 
sides. Thay concluded that this gas is 
Infalling at about the free-fall velocity. 
These observations suggest that all of 
the gas in the immediate vicinity of the 
nucleus is kinematically similar. Walker 
(1968) observed a fan-shaped distribu- 
tion of [Oll] emission (3728-29& be- 
tween position angles 310'-65' to 
which he also reported an increasing 
vetmlty with radius. However, very little 
[O Ill emission was o b m e d  at the posi- 
tion angle of the Ha + [NIu jet reported 
here. The veloctty amplitude and max- 
imum radial extent of the [011] emission 
is very similar to that observed for the 
Ha + IN II] jet, i.e. about 1 kpc. The dis- 
tributions, however, of the Ha + lM Ill 
and [O 111 emission-line regions are quite 

-10 0 10 20 30 different. Contrary to Heckman's con- 
Radius (arcsec) clusfons, he believed that this material 

was k ina  elected from the nucleus in - ,  

Ngure 3: Obsemed radial velocities, from long-slit spectra, of the Ha and two Plfl lines shown which case an increasing with 
in Figure 2. The bottom curve shows thair man. The d I t y  scale is arbitrary. radius means that the outflow Is being 

eiected away from us. It would be 

ing together. Their behaviour is charac- 
terized by a rapld increase in vdocjty of 
more than 200 km s-I within the first 6" 
from the nucleus. Eetween six and ten 
a r m n d s ,  a small decrease Is ob- 
served followed by another rapid in- 
crease to a maximum velocity of about 
320 kms'' relative to the core at 20". 
Beyond 20" there is a slow but smooth 
decrease for as long as there is measur- 
able gas. It is interesting to compare the 
morphological characteristics of this 
"jet-like" feature with Keel's (1 985) 
criteria for optical jets. Keel proposed 
four criteria for a jet, 1.8. it must contain 
less than 10% of the host galaxy's 
luminosity, be one sided (with respect to 
the nucleus), have an aspect ratio grea- 
ter than 10, and be straight to within the 
limits of its width. The optical feature 

studied here clearly satisfied all these 
conditions. W i  also a clearly defined 
velocity gradient we be1 teve that this is a 
true jet, albeit gaseous and not stellar. 

Cwtd we be tooking at a rotating, 
nearly edge-on disk of gas instead of a 
real jet of material? This possibility can 
be immediately rejected by the ve- 
locities measured on the opposite side 
of the nucleus from the jet. Figure 3 
shows that this gas also shows a rapid 
rise in velocity away from the nucleus in 
the opposite sense that would be ex- 
pected if it were s disk of gas smn 
nmdy edgean. Unfortunately, however, 
it is not possible to conclude from the 
velocities alone if this material is falling 
into the core or being expelled from it. 

Morphologically, the jet is not con- 
tinuous along Its length since the outer 

iorthwhrle to repeat these observations 
wlth CCD's to obtain better S/N ratios 
than Walker obtained photographically. 
Of pacular interest is the very close 

alignment of the nuclear (0 Ill] emission 
with the optical Ha + IN lu emission-line 
jet. This is indeed curious In view of 
recent work by Hanlff, Wilson and Ward 
(1988) and also Wilson and Baldwin 
(1989). Haniff st al. found that in a sam- 
ple of 10 galaxies with "linear" radio 
sources, all showed alignment (withln 
measurement errors) of the [01111 emis- 
sion-llne region and the radio structures. 
Wilson and Baldwin's observations of 
another Seyfert galaxy, 07 1 4-291 4 
showed the same effect. Moreover, 
Whittle et at., showed from a sample d 
11 Sqfert galaxies that several also had 
c l w  evidence for doublelobe sub- 
structure In the [OIlfl emission. This Is 
also clearly seen in M 87, except that the 
circumnuclear [Ollr] is aligned with the 



H a +  [Mil[ jet and not the well-known 
radio jet as in all other cases. 

The nuclear spectra also show a com- 
plex structure: the Ha and two WII] 
emission lines are multiple with st least 
three observable componsnts. This is 
probably due to flows of gas In other 
directions, e.g. towards the north where 
other emission can be seen in Rgure 1. 
me [OIIU (5007A) emission line is dou- 
ble peaked in the core, This can be 
clearly seen In Figure 4. The emission 
lines then merge at about r = f 2", re- 
miniscent of an expanding shell of gas. 
lhe velocity of expansion is rneasurd 
to be about 300 krns-I. 

In summary, the jet nature of the 
Ha + [N lu emission-line feature seems 
well established. The origin of the entire 
H a  c II] gas is not. Moreover, of par- 
ticular interest is the alignment of the 
[O III] core emission wRh thls jet since it 
is not seen b any other radlo galaxy with 
emission-line activity. This gas and 
other specles will merit more detailed 
study In the Mum. 
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flgure 4: Ths Pll4 (so074 emission llne in the cote of M87. Note the double peak at fhe 
Gent#. 
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Infrared Coronal Lines in Active Galaxies 
A. F. M. MOOR WOOD, €SO 
E. OLI VA, Ossentatorio Astro fisico di Arcetri, Italy 

1. introduction 
Coronal lines are forbidden fine-struc- 

ture emission lines from highly ionized 
heavy metals. Although the best known 
are probably those of [FeVIII-(FeXlV], 
which fall in the visible, many more coro- 
nal lines from a large number of elements 
fall in the infrared spectral range but have 
received little attention so far. These 
include transitions of [CaVHl], [AIV], 
[AIVI], [SiVl], [SiVII], [MgVIIIl, [AIIXJ, and 
[Si lXJ at wavelengths between 1.96 and 
3.92 pm which, although mostly falling in 
regions of poor atmospheric transmis- 

slon, have now been observed from the 
ground in several novae. Discovery of 
these lines in novae was cornpletey un- 
expected and their identification was 
controversial for some time until con- 
firmed by subsequent work. 

The [Si VI] ? P , ~ - ~ P ~ ~ )  I .96 pm and 
[SiVIl] ~ P , - ~ P ~ )  2.48 pm lines are also 
present in spectra of the extremely 
high excitation planetary nebula NGC 
6302 and represent the highest ionl- 
zation stages (ionization potentlals 
of 167eV and 205eV respectively) ob- 
served in PN. 

2. Infrared Lines 
As further evidence that infrared 

spectroscopy is still In its exploratory 
phase, the first reported measurement 
of an infrared coronal line in an extra- 
galactic object was our somewhat 
serendipitous detection of the [SiVI] 
1.962 vrn line in the Seyfert galaxy 
NGC1068 while using IRSPEC at the 
ESO 3.6-m telescope to explore bright 
galaxies in previously unobserved por- 
tions of their infrared spectra lying out- 
side the high transmission 'window' re- 
gions (Oliva and Moorwood 1990). 


